
 

 

Congratulations!  

You did it! You just ordered the best model stripping product - QCS model safe! You 
made the bold choice of choosing your health and well-being over the status quo. You 
are an early adopter, and we are so grateful that you are! We also believe that you will 
not regret your decision! QCS was born out of 35+ years of furniture restoration which 
led to the question that begins most journeys toward innovation - “Why?” In our case, 
we asked why are we using such hazardous products? That is where it began.  

QCS / QCS model safe was developed to keep YOU safe as you remove paint and 
finish from your projects. This can be a tedious and often hazardous task that many try 
to avoid, but our goal is to make stripping a safe experience for all.  

When we set out to develop QCS for the furniture refinishing and restoration industry we 
had two primary goals. First, QCS had to be super safe for everyone and the 
environment we all share. Second, QCS had to work really well. It needed to be both 
safe and effective. Does QCS work a bit differently? Yes, it does...but it works, and it 
won’t kill you while it does. The secret ingredient to QCS is patience. Let QCS work for 
you while you do other things. Your time and your health cost a lot more than QCS 
does.  

QCS stands for QUICK, CLEAN and SAFE and QCS is all of those things. It is non-
flammable, biodegradable, nearly completely non-toxic and contains no carcinogens. It 
was developed for furniture refinishing and restoration professionals, but it is safe for 
everyone!  

So, thank you for valuing what we value at Stripwell and giving QCS model safe the 
opportunity to prove itself to you. We believe that if you care about starting your projects 
safely and effectively, then QCS model safe is going to become your go to paint/coating 
remover.  

Sincerely, -The Stripwell Team  

P.S.  

It’s challenging to get a new product off the ground, so we greatly value you and your 
trailblazing spirit and ask that if you love QCS model safe that you help us by spreading 
the word about it. Please share your projects on Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube 
and tag us so others can see QCS model safe in action!  

Instagram: @stripwell  


